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l-I-lhe devastation of the real estate industry caused by the Tax

I Reform Act of 1986 has been well documented. However, if
I there was any silver lining, it was the creation of the Section 42

Low-lncome Housing Tax Credit program effective Janu ary 7, 7987 -

By the time Congress made the tax credit permanent in.1995, after
years of annual sunset provisions, the Section 42 program had be-
come the most important resource for creating affordable housing in
the United States.r Unfortunately, this process has had a downside,
with an increasing number of partnerships in distress. By some
industry estimates, as many as 25 percent of tax credit properties are
under-performing.'?

There are many reasons why this has occurred. The competition for
tax credits has never been greater. Inexperienced developers and
operators regularly receive awards more frequently while equity
syndicators with substantial pools of capital are under increasing
pressure to find projects to fund. This combination of inexperience
and excess capital has caused the development of a number of
marginal projects. ln addition, many markets are becoming saturated
with Section 42 developments.

Counselors cannot do much about inexperienced developers and
saturated markets, but they can play a role in solving some of the
operational and partnership challenges encountered by new and
existing developments. The most common problems involve market-
ing, resident screening, compliance, and funding structures.

AN OVERVIEW OF THE TAX CREDIT PROGRAM
Growing communities need a full spectrum of housing including:
affordable single-family dwellings; affluent single-family homes;

collectively influence society, business and invest-
ment performance. Additionally, a crucially impor-
tant attribute of expertise is the creative capacity to
solve the unstructured problem. Accordingly, ex-
pertise is not just the content attributes of knowl-
edge but the process attributes of its original and
innovative application.

Learaing Initintiae - People who are self-
educating tend tocommand greater trust than those
whose orientation to learning ismorepassive. Those
who embrace personal and professional develop-
ment as a lifelong process, take initiative and re-
sponsibility for their own ongoing learning. Since
investment fiduciaries, perhaps more so than most,
deal with the financial consequences of the applica-
tion of uncertainty, those advisors and managers
who are pursuing ongoing programs to enhance
and extend their expertise and gain understanding
of the forces of change that cause uncertainty lvill
more often command trust than those who have
less of a leaming commitment. Investors can more
confidently trust those whosecommitments to learn-
ing extend to creative approaches, fresh ideas, and
non-standardized thinking that can be translated
into strategies that achieve superior investment
results.

Expeience - Those who are perceived to have
substantial experience, generally and specifically,
are much more trusted than those who are per-
ceived to be less experienced. Ifone is embarking on
a journey into uncharted territory, one wants a
guide who has been there before. lf one is sailing in
dangerous waters, one wants a captain who has
accomplished many successful voyages. Generally
in business, those who are perceived as experi-
enced, having seen a multitude of varied situations
and developed perspectives and judgements from
theirexperiences, are more trusted than those whose
experience is Iimited. Further, those whose experi-
ence provides relevant knowledge are more trusted,
as there is a belief that such advisors will not be
reinventing the wheel, but rather drawing upon
knowledge already obtained.

Authenticity - Authenticity is integral to trust,
as it goes beyond appearances to the substance of
people and organizations. People and organiza-
tions who possess authenticity unlk tfuir t k,be-
having in ways consistent with their representa-
tions. Beyond the attributes that suggest the ap-
pearance of trust, one might consider how it feels
to be with an authentic person. Those people and
organizations who possess authenticity manifest

Once trust is established,
that tntst creates certain expectations

about performance. Thefl, once those
pe$orrnance expectations arc rcalized,

the performance that justifies
tntst reinforces trust. The rcsult

is a airtuons circle of trust.

consistency and congruence in their behavior, with
a strand of consistency through tht'ir actions over
time and the actions themselves being congruent
with representations that they make about their
values, priorities, and standards. Further, those
people and organizations that possess authenticity
are able to be as honest about their shortcomings
and failures as they are about their accomplish-
ments and successes.

Reliability -Reliability is fundamental to trust,
as people and organizations who are considered
reliable tend to be trusted. Reliabilitv is achieved by
the presence of positive experiences and the ab-
sence of negative experiences. Specifically, repre-
sentations made and honored enhance reliability,
while deadlines missed, performance shortfalls,
and a lack of predictability are negative experiences
that diminish reliability and therefore trust.

Brunil ldentity- A business entity's brand con-
veys its marketing position. The effective brand
image is created over time and continually rein-
forced by encounters with a multitude of elements
that comprise a company's identity. ,ust as recog-
nized brands such as Coca Cola and Tiffany engen-
der trust, investors have greater trust in those indi-
viduals whose identity in all its forms reflects a
recognized brand, ldentity is created through the
composite of messages reflected by advertising;
written communications through articles and re-
ports; media coverage; sales literature and materi-
als; office environments; and personal appearance.
Investors can assess kust by considering whether
the presentation of the manager's and advisor's
identity is strategic, consistent, and congruent.
While all of the trust factors are important, re-
search into interpersonal communications effec-
tiveness has determined that visual appearance is
many times more important than content. Conse-
quently, trust often is much more a function of the
messenger and the messenger's style than the ac-
tual message.
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Reasons Why Real Estate
Is a Good Investment

Significance in the economy
Importance as a factor of production
Long-term financial performance
Diversification contributions
Risk-reward attributes
Academic research showing real estate

portfolio reduces risk for a given level of
refurn and increases return for a given
level of risk
Inflation hedging capacity
Potential for superior retums in an ineffi-
cient market
Needs for more space in the growing
economy
Acquisition price relative to reproduction
cost

Contemporary investment pricing rela-
tivc to corporate securities
Susceptibility to strong performance be-

cause of superior management
Potential advantage through the legal use

of insider information
Creation of monopoly position

Exhibit 3

While numerous factors contribute to an assess-
ment of trust, the dozen trust factors that follow can
be used by investors and managers alike in thinking
about what trust means to them in interactions
around financial commitments. Most institutional
investors will find that their managers and advisors
who score high on the following trust factors will
likely be the managers and advisors they trust
enough to retain to implement their real estate
investing profJram:

Professionalism- lnvestors are more likely to
trust those whom they perceive to be professionals
rather than amateurs. Professionals have mastered
their fields. Such professionals exude confidence,
competence, continuity, and commitment in what
they doand how they do it. Professionals have done
what they do for an extended duration and by their
demeanor convey the message they expect to con-
tinue to do what they have done for an extended
duration. Amateurs, by contrast, often have a much
shorter duration of involvement in a field. Offices,

systems, and organizations can communicate the
long-term commitment of the professional who
makes and delivers on commitments and thereby
encourage trust.

Passiol - Passion engenders trust. Those who
are passionate about what they do, being positive,
enthusiastic, really caring, are more trusted than
those who are less emotionally involved, approach-
ing what they do asfusl a job. Investors can consider
whether managers and advisors approach their
work with the enthusiasm and emotional involve-
ment that one brings to a true calling. Those who
experience their work as a true calling are often
passionate about what they do. Those who experi-
ence what they do ns ju-sl ajob are seldom passionate
about what they do.

Commitment - Evidence of commitment en-
genders trust. Commitment is conveyed by consci-
entiousness, dedication to the task, and seriousness
of purpose. Commitment is doing the work, ncr

matter how hard or unpleasant it might be, follow-
ing through to deliver what is promised, and doing
whatever it takes to get the job done. Recently, one
Iitmus t€'st of commitment that certain institutional
investors have employed is co-investing, insisting
that managers put their own money at risk.

lnaoloement - Organizations whose leaders
and senior executives are directly involved in work-
ing with clients are perceived as more worthy of
trust than those who are nameless and uninvolved.
The phenomenon of a salesperson creating a rela-
tionship but turning its execution over to another
can compromise trust, iust as can the lack of anv
connection between those who actually do the work
and the client. The direct personal involvement of
an organization's principals in the client's affairs
engenders trust.

Expertise - An investor expects the managers
and advisors with whom it works to be highly
knowledgeable about the technical substance of
what they do and the markets in which they do it.
Institutional investors will place more trust in those
advisors and managers who are highly competent
in their work by virtue of having their thinking
already done. Expertise extends beyond thinking
already done to embrace informed contemporary
knowledge of forces that influence the situations
the expert might expect to confront. Thus, exper-
tise embraces monitoring current development in
markets, industries, business practices, regulations,
values, style and fashion, that individually and

multi-family apartments; assisted living residences;
and seniors housing. [n an effort to address the
affordable housing needs of this country, ConS;ress

created a program that adopted Section 42 of the
Internal RevenueCode. Section 42 was implemented
to provide an incentive for developers to build or
acquire rental units with restricted rents and make
them available to individuals and families earning
a specified percentage of the median income in their
area.

For over a decade, the development of affordable
mulh-family housing using the Section 42 tax credit
program has successfully contributed to the overall
quaLity of metropolitan and rural housing. More
than one million units have been added to the
nation's affordable housing stocks including new
construchon and the acquisition of existing proper-
ties for inclusion in the program.r Families occupy-
ing tax credit apartments often save their money
and eventually purchase a "starter home." Without
such affordable rental housing, manycitizens would
not be able to save for down payments.

Tax credit housing is:

' Housing for working individuals, families, and
retirees.

' Generally the newest and nicest apartment com-
munity in many smaller markets.

' Housing that requires residents to pay the full
amount of rent unless used in tandem with a

rent subsidy program such as Section 8.

' A way to help revitalize a neighborhood by
restoring a community landmark, such as a

vacant elementary school or a former depart-
ment store.

' A proven method for financing affordable hous-
ing that would not otherwise be constructed in
many smaller communities.

Tax credit housing is critically important to the
economic success of a municipality. Without af-
fordable housing, a growing work force has no
place to live. Local industry then finds it harder to
recruit employees and cannot expand - a factor that
is critical to increasing the local tax base.

Who can live in tax credit apartments? The law
permits residency based upon individuals or fami-
lies who eam 60 percent or less of an area's median
income. The median income calculation increases
relative to the number of residents who occupy the
apartment. Rental rates are determined through a
formula based upon 30 percent of the median in-
come figure.

Assume that the median income for a family of four
in a particular community is $38,500. Thus to be
eligible, this family can earn up to $23,100 per year.
The husband works at the area's 450-employee food
processing plant that pays $8.50 per hour ($17,680

per year) and the wife earns $4,500 per annum
employed as a part-time clerk at a neighborhood
grocery store. The family's combined income is

$22,780 - below the maximum allowable income
under the tax credit program.

THE MECHANICS OF THE TAX CREDIT
PROGRAM,I
Under current law each state receives an annual
allocation of tax credits equal to 91.25 per capita.
The housing agencv for each state administers the
tax credit program for the federal government. Pri-
vate and not-for-profit developers must submit
applications demonstrating need for affordable
housing in specified locations and compete for an
award of tax credits. Typically, most states receive
applications for $3.00 to M.00 for every dollar of tax
credits available'.0 Thus, as state housing agencies
evaluate the applications, they pay a great deal of
attention to market studies; rental rates (are they
below maximum allowable rates?); energy effi-
ciency; construction and intermediary costs; project
design and quality; and the general support dem-
onstrated by a community.

Once a developer receives an award, he/she must
decide the appropriate strategy for utilizing the tax
credits. Through passive loss rules, the lnternal
Revenue Code limits the amount of tax credits that
can be used by an individual each year, offset
against income tax liabilities. As a result, a large
number of tax credits are sold to corporate investors
that are not subject to the stringency of these limita-
tions. The tax credits are calculated at nine percent
of a project's eligible basis including construction
and architectural costs, developer fees, etc. (land is
not eligible, nor are certain financing costs). For
example, a new apartment community with an
eligible basis of M,000,000 will generate a tax credit
of $360,000 (adjusted for the federal Applicable
Funds Rate [AFR]) each year for l0 years. In in-
stances where an existing property is acquired, the
developer will receive four percent tax credits for
the acquisition costs and nine percent tax credits for
the renovation costs, however if tax-exempt financ-
ing is used on new or acquisition projects, only four
percent credits are applicable.

Corporations, insurance companies, and financial
institutions with federal taxable income have been
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the largest purchasers of tax credits to date.6 The
typical transaction structure has the developer sell-
ing 99 percent of the tax credits to the corporate
investor on a net present value basis. Currently,
industry pricing ranges from $.75 to $.80 per credit
dollar.' ln the example cited in the preceding para-
graph, the developer would be offering 53,600,000
in tax credits (we'll ignore AFR adjustments) over
l0 vears. A corporate investor would pay $2.673
million to 52.88 million for the use of these credits-
The developer would form a limited partnership
for which he/she would be the general partner and
the corporate investor would be the limited partner.
The payment from the corporate investor would
take the form of equity, and the developer would
seek an additional source(s) of funding in the form
ofdebt. ln thisexample, assume that the total proiect
costs - hard and soft - are 94,350,000. If the corpo-
rate investor provides $2.75 million in equity at the
commencement of the proiect, the developer must
find another $1.6 million in permanent financing.

Once the project has been constructed and each unit
occupied (allowing the tax cre'dits to be "placed in
service" ), the corporate investor is able to reduce its
income taxes by 5360,000 per annum over l0 years.
Meanwhile the developer must adhere to the me-
dian income and rental rate restrictions for a mini-
mum of 15 years under the program (some states
require an even Ionger time frame). The IRS and
state housinB agencies have strict requirements for
certifying the income levels of residents and a vari-
ety of documents must be filed each year to remain
in compliance with the program.

A significant number of developers do not sell their
tax credits directly to corporate investors, opting
instead to work with a tax credit syndicator. The
syndicator establishes relationships with interested
corporations and often pools the interests of several
companies into a fund that actually becomes the
limited partner for the projects in which it invests.
The syndicator buys thecredits on a wholesalebasis
and sells them to corporate participants on a retail
basis, making a spread on the transaction. Develop-
ers are generallv required to provide a variety of
guarantees to the syndicator (or to the corporation
if the investment is direct) including development
deficit funding, operating dcficit funding, and tax
credit compliance.

COMMON PARTNERSHIP AND
PROIECT PROBLEMS
The problems that are. bcing e'ncountered in the tax
credit industry fall inkr four primary categories.

Poor Marketing
While the demand for multi-family housing is

strong in nearly every corner of the nation, this does
not necessarily translate into the immediate lease-
upofa Section 42 property. The marketfortax credit
housing tends to be relatively narrow due to the
income restrictions prescribed by the program. In
manv communities, there is considerable renter
interest in a new property, however as many as 75
percent of prospective residents may be overquali-
fied due to their income levels.3

For many prospective residents who do meet
income qualifications, rental rates at restricted lev-
els may be tur high for prospective residents. A 1997
audit conducted by the General Accounting Office
(GAO) found that the average tax credit apartment
resident earns only 37 percent of the area's median
income.' The problem with rental rates can be exac-
erbated when there is significant competition pre-
sented by a concentration of tax credit properties
located in medium size and large metropolitan
areas. Finally, the Department of Housing and Ur-
ban Development (HUD) sets the restricted rent
levels through an annual market study process in
tandem with area median incomes. Income levels
in many markets are rising rapidly as a result of the
tight labor market. The HUD process does not re-
spond quickly enough to such rising income levels
and thus many prospective residents are rejected,
who would otherwise be qualified were the market
study to have be.en conducted in a more timely
fashion, acknowledging higher income levels ac-
cordingly.

A generic marketing effort will often fall short
because it is not adequately targeted to the proper
audience. The leasing of tax credit apartments gen-
erally requires an intensive highly directed market-
ing program that reaches the small segment of the
population that both qualifies for the program
from an income standpoint and can afford the
rental rates that must be charged. Manv develop-
ers do not understand this reality and attempt to
implement traditional marketing methods with-
out success.

Improper Residettt Screening
Slow lease-ups can lead to problems with resi-

dent screening. Management may panic and relax
rental standards to accelerate the placement of units
in service. Just because a prospect is qualified
under the Section 42 program does not necessarily
mean that a prospect will be an acceptable resi-
dent. Slow payment of rent, poor housekeeping,

But there is also a critically important trust lrrcmisr
behind the real estate is a good ir,?)esln,d,ll statement.
The trust component of the statement that /dnl cslofu,

is n good itn'estmett statement is that an expert
fiduciary making the statement is implicitly repre-
senting a number of trust substatements, which
may include such considerations as:

' "l have done my homework, and if I say real
estate is a good investment, you can believc'me,
that real estate is a good investment."

r "l am at risk by making this statement, and you
can count on my not making a statement that
would put at risk my reputation, my relation-
ships, my business, my dollars, unless I were
highly confident of the validity of this represen-
tation."

r "You can trust me when I say real estate is a good
investment, because I stand behind my state-
ments. If something goes wrong, I will not walk
away. Because I stand behind my statements, I
will do what needs to be done to make sure what
I represent comes true for you."

Investors committing capital to real estate are buy-
ing the comfort of the trust representations of their
advisers as much as they are buying the tangible
real estate itself.

Certain managers encounter difficulties in retain-
ing their clients' confidence, not so much because
the quality of their ideas compares unfavorably kt
competitors' or that the relative appeal of the invest-
ment opportunities they propose for their clients is
unattractive, as that the clients have lost trust in
those advisors. Without trust, the credibility of
representations is materially compromised.

Considering the accompanying real estate trust
chain, the final element - you should inutst in this
real astnte propertylportfolio - reflects both explicit

analysis and implicit trust. The explicit analysis
might embrace considerations that a particular real
estate investment will complement portfolio objec-
tives, meeting specified portfolio allocation and
composition goals, geographic and property type
diversification guidelines, investment parameters
of size and particular attributes of desired proper-
ties, plus economic and financial parameters of
return and risk.

The most important decisions transcend mechanics
and calculus to furn on judgment, the assessment of
multiple factors, and emotion: blending optimism,
fear, hope, and other desires and concerns. Ulti-
mately, what it can come down to is the investor's
reliance on the representation, mort often implicit
than explicit, by the advisor that I hnat donc ny
homeutork, this is a good deol, and this is thc right Llcal for
tlou at this thne.

The implicit, or what might be considered soft, side
of the real estate investment decision process is
inherent in every real estatedecision, irrespective of
how detailed and disciplined the due diligence
analysis might be. While those participatint in the
institutional real estate investing process place great
emphasis on research, reporting, right strategy and
right location, trust is often taken for granted. Trust
is equally important in the investor's decision and
ultimate satisfaction with the decision, as is the real
estate purchased and the performance delivered by
that real estate.

lf an investor makes a point of looking more deeply
at the elements within a financial interaction that
evoke trust, that awareness can then be applied in
choosing a portfolio manager or advisor. Similarly,
understanding how to create authentic trust can
also enable managers and advisors to better serve
investors.

Exhibit 2

Trust in Real Estate Investing: Particular Properties/Portfolio
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future performance. For some investors, this process
is absolutely necessary, and indeed is the essence of
what such investors perceive as the responsible
implementation of their fiduciary responsibility.

Other investors, while not necessarily discounting
the relevance of such an explicit detailed approach,
place more emphasis on an implicit assessment of
many specific attributes of the investments pro-
posed by and the related representations made by
those with whom they do business. These investors
placeprimary reliance on their trust of theadvisor(s)
that represent(s) them and their interests.

Most investors employ a combination of trust and
the explicit substance of due diligence in their in-
vesting. One of my clients in charge of real estate
investing for a large pension fund expressed it this
way, "I expect to have implicit trust in my advisors,
and then I want complete assurance and confirma-
tion thatevervthing thatis supposed to be done is in
fact done."

The role of trust in real estate investing decisions
can be considered to be both a substitute for and
complement to real analysis. The real estate trust
chain, as depicted in the accompanying graphic
exhibits, embraces certainbasic components of trust
in real estate decisions. One version of how the real
estate trust chain is applied in the selection and
retention of a specific manager appears in Exftibil 1.

Indeed, some investors may seek to satisfy them-
selves explicitly about one or more of the elements
of the trust chain depicted in Exhihit 1. Each of the
four statements follows from and reflects an indi-
vidual trust premise. Each sequential statement
incorporates the cumulative trust premises of those
that have gone before. The decision to retain a

specific fiduciary for a real estate investing Pro-
gram, then, relies upon the implicit chain of trust

Exhibit 1

premises-for the individual investor; i.c., the par-
ticular items which that investor heats implicitly-
that precede it.

The real estate trust chain for a specific investor
property and portfolio is depicted in Erltihit 2. ln
common with the real estate trust chain for a man-
ager, the real estate trust chain for a specific
property and portfolio incorporates a series of
individual trust statements, which cumulatively
gain strength when combined with the prior trust
statements, and lead to the final decision/recom-
mendation. The final decision/recommendation
reflects the cumulative trust statements that have
gone before. While each component of the real
estate trust chain can be separately evaluated, the
process is more right-brained than left-brained,
more impressionistic than linear.

Each link of the real estate trust chain is comprised
of two parts that make the statement a valid, trust-
worthy building block leading to the overall con-
clusion as to the appropriateness of a particular
investment. Each statement is supported by both an
articulation of l). because reasoning often, but not
necessarily always, explicit substantive rationale;
and 2). also a tn$t ralrresentafion, which may be
explicit, as in the form of a "you can trust this
representation" statement, but most often is im-
plicit.

Consider the first element of the real estate trust
chain: rr,al eslafe is a good inrestment. This statement
really is of two parts. The first part is that real estate
is a good investment. The proposition that n'.?l rstdie
is a good inuestment is derived from assessment of
many factors, some of which reasons are listed in
Exhibit 3. All of these factors represent the because

rea-so,rs that support the rationale for the rddl cs-tdlr is

a gootl irtttestment premise.

unruly children, derelict vehicles, and late night
disturbances can be the result of failure to contact
landlord references, perform credit checks, and
conduct in-depth prospect interviews.

Tax Credit Prcgram Non-Compliance
Compliance issues have moved to the forefront

in the Section 42 industry during the past few years.
The GAO audit may result in tighter regulation by
state housing agencies and a commitment by the
IRS to audit more tax credit partnerships.'o This
could spell trouble for a struggling property and its
investors. Management thatis ignorant of the myriad
of compliance requirements and the Iack of central-
ized compliance monitoring are the root cause of
such problems. The latter is especially critical dur-
ing the lease-up phase where leasing agents may
receive incentives to achieve high levels of occu-
pancy as quickly as possible.

Corporate equity syndicators will do almost
anything to avoid a loss for their investors. Were a
loss to be incurred, the syndicator would suffer a

devastating blow to its ability to raise capital in the
future. However, a number of syndicators are slow
to deal with problem situations in a timely manner,
hoping that the developer/manager will somehow
be able to find the "magic" to put a project on solid
footing. Eventually action must be taken, usually
after the syndicator finds it necessary to modify the
partnership agreement and potentially contribute
its own funds to deliver promised retums.

I n a d e q u ate F undin g S t ru cturc
According to the U.S. Census Bureau the over-

allaverage construction costof a multi-family dwell-
ing in 1992 was $67,530 per unit. By 1997, this cost
had risen to $79,659 per unit.r'The 1997 GAO audit
revealed that theaverage development cost fora tax
credit project over the 10-year period from 1987

through 1996 was $60,000 per unit.rr Even with the
substantial amount of equity invested in most tax
credit projects, debt underwriting standards often
do not allow a large enough permanent loan to
offset the entire development cost when combined
with the equity.

Using the 10-year average construction cost of
$60,000 perunit, if financed conventionally, a project
would require a monthly rental rate of $743 per
month.rr The GAO audit also found that the aver-
age rental rate for a tax credit community was $435
per month.tr The Section 42 program was intended
to help fund the difference of more than $300 per
month through the use or sale of the tax credit.

The problem is that the cost to build the project
had risen to $79,659 by 7997 . The rental rate neces-

sary to sustain the project on a conventional basis
had also risen to $918 per month. Now the differ-
ence between conventional rental rates and tax
credit rental rates had become M83 per month.
While the higher construction costs generate more
tax credits, the sale of those tax credits is at a
discount as previously described. Subsequently,
the additional equity provided by the larger tax
credit amount, does not fully cover the increased
cost of development. Increasing the debt financing
in response to higher construction costs is not a
viable option because the rent levels have not risen
enough to support it. As a result, a number of
projects suffer from inadequate funding structures
from the very beginning. Without some form of
additional capital (CDBG funds, HOME money,
Federal Home Loan Bank loans, etc.) the funding
gap will be underwritten through deferraI ofpart of
the developer's fee. The problem is further com-
pounded when initial rental rates are not achieved
and the subsequent lowering of rates does not
enable the developer to obtain the targeted perma-
nent loan. Development cost overruns, interest rate
increases, and operating expenses that are higher
than proiected will have the same effect. ln some
cases the funding gaps are so large that the entire
budgeted development fee is lost and still a short-
fall exists.

SOLUTIONS
Troubled partnership situations can be resolved
but require a great deal of planning and precise
execution. The replacement of the developer or
general partner may be necessary, but can be messy.
Another solution is to keep the original developer/
general partner and bring in a new managing gen-
eral partner.

Attrachng a replacement or new managing general
partner is made easier when there are still develop-
ment fees remaining to be paid. The new managing
general partner should be given the opportunity to
earn the remaining fees through the achievement of
various performance benchmarks. If no such fees

remain, thesyndicator may find it necessary to offer
new fees to a replacement general partner.

The remainder of this manuscript examines one of
the best solutions to reviving "sick" tax credit part-
nerships - hiring a new managing general partner.
The key qualifications of a managing partner are
summarized along with some of the most impor-
tant initial steps they should implement.

Trust in Real Estate Investing: Manager

A compct.nr manafc.
po$c*s ccnrin .rx.i.l
.(ributcs: in!.rm.nt poli-
q, reerch. dcrl rcurcing,
duc diliscntc. rxntoUo
mlugcmcor, p<.f,rmtcc
rcponinE, inYdrdr rcI,'

()UR nrm pos.s th.

:rributa ud thcrcfot
t ihI lim you should
Bt.in r t'ou liduci2lv

A comp.r.nr mrn+.r
t .ru.i.l to a€hidin8
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QUALIFICATIONS
What qualifications should the new managing gen-
eral partner possess?

Management Expeience
A new managing general partner should have a

strong track record with the management of differ-
ent types of multi-family properties. Certainly Sec-
tion 42 experience should be a prerequisite. A well-
rounded general partner may have managed prop-
erties for his,/her own account and for third parties
as well. Multiple market experience is also helpful,
especially if the property in question is located in a
different city than where the new general partner
normally operates. Development experience may
be necessary if the property has not yet been com-
pleted. A general partner that is affiliated with a1
Accreditei Management Organization (AMO@)
throuth the Institute o[ Real Estate Management
(IREM) is a good choice. AMO- firms must contiru-
ously meet specific requirements and adhere to a
strict code of ethics prescribed by IREM.

Understaniling the Big Pictwe
Not only does the new managing general part-

ner need to be successful in the property manage-
ment realm, but it also should have a clear under-
standing of the big picture. Does the new general
partner have a strategy to improve the cash flow?
Increased cash flows can help the equity syndicator
recover funds that it may have advanced to pre-
serve returns for cclrporate investors. Can the gen-
eral partner help re-structure the financing to im-
prove the overall profit picture? Does the general
partner comprehend the critical nature of compli-
ance? Will the general partner provide in-depth
reporting that will keep the equity syndicator in-
formed of the progress that is being made to "cure
the ills" of the property?

Relationships With State Housing Agencies
A new managing general partner that has a

good relationship with the applicable state housing
agency is a real asset to the partnership. Such rela-
tionships can help mend fences that might have
been damaged when the projectbecame troubled. A
new general partner may also be able to secure
additional tax credits (federal or state) that could
create an additional capital infusion for the prop-
erty.

POSITIVE STEPS TO SUCCESS
What positive steps should a new m.rnaging gen-
eral partner take to breathe new life into a troubled
proiect?

Property Taxes
If a development is struggling there may be a

strong case for a reduction in property taxes. A new
general partner will recognize this and develop the
evidence needed to appeal property valuations for
tax purposes. Rental rates mav have been lowered;
marketing costs may have been increased; and oc-
cupancy is probably lagging. All are factors that can
be relevant in a tax appeal effort.

Market Stutly nnd Analysis
A new general partner u,ill look carefully at the

market study that wasperformed prior to the devel-
opment or acquisition of the property. If a study
was not conducted, the general partner may com-
mission one. The ensuing analysis should produce
information regarding capture rates, Iease-up ve-
locity, and an accurate identification of market-
acceptable rental rates. It may also be determined
that the resident profile should be modified. From
this information, the general partner can then de-
velop a comprehensive, targeted marketing strat-
egy to lease the property to qualified residents.

Cre atiue M arke ting Concepts
Creativity in the marketing of Section 42 prop-

erties has not been the standard in the past. [t must
become a primary focus in the current environ-
ment. A simple ad in the local newspaper and a
" Nozt' Lensfug" banner at the property generally will
not ensure a successful lease-up. Direct mail; ongo-
ing employer contacts; the support of local chari-
table groups and events; a sophisticated neighbor-
hood business re'ferral program; contacts with bcal
churches; day care alliances; and many more tech-
niques, must be carefully coordinated by the new
general partner/managing agent. Further, an ex-
tensive tracking system must be implemented to
provide information on where qualified prospects
are learning about the property, and to enable man-
agement to aggressively follow-up with a prospect
until a lease is signed.

muliiplicity of forces influencing the plans, priori-
ties and actions of individuals and businesses.

Because real estate decisions are inevitably based
on uncertain, imprecise, and incomplete informa-
tion, trust looms large. The initial level of trust is of
oneself. This trust of self embraces the need for
initiative to take action in the face of inherent ambi-
guity and uncertainty. The second level of trust is of
colleagues and co-workers, followed by the third
level of trust of service providers and agents. The
fourth level of trust extends to parties in the trans-
action, particularly those who are buying, selling,
leasing, investing, and financing.

Those people and organizations, considered wor-
thy of trust, tend to possess in greater depth certain
factors that contribute to high trust than do those
persons and organizations who are considered less
worthy of trust. These factors include:

1. Professionalism
2. Passion
3. Commitment
4. Involvement
5. Leaming Initiative
6. Expertise
7. Experience
8. Authenticity
9. Reliability
10. Brand Identity
11. Responsiveness
12. Emotional Intelligence

These l2 factors are explored below

Although trust is mostly thought of in a conceptual
context, trust in fact has significant concrete appli-
cations. A manager who is perceived as trustwor-
thy, is more likely to gain access to capital and to
reputable professional service providers on advanta-
geous terms, than is a manager who is perceived as
less trustworthy. Thus, from the perspective of the
institutional investor, doing business with manag-
ers and advisors who engender a high degree of
trust may mean that, on the margin, resources that
might not otherwise have been accessed may be-
come available, and critical resources may be pro-
vided to a project on more advantageous terms than
might apply were such trust lacking.

On the flip side, management perceived as low in
trust may encounter difficulty in getting access to
resources and be required to pay a premium for
those resources that are available. As professional

services firms may be disinclined to work on behalf
of those perceived to be less trustworthy, the num-
ber of professional services firms willing to work
with low trust clients is more limited and the cost of
retaining professional service providers may likely
be higher. The consequence of these conditions is to
place lower trust organizations at a competitive
disadvantage relative to higher trust nrganizations.
As a case in point, because of his reputation for
bombast and repr€'sentations that tend to transcend
prevailing perceptions of reality, certain financings
that Donald Trump promotes require premiums
over what might be required for non-Trump
financings. Further, those securities may sell at
discounts to prices which might be commanded
were Trump not involved.

Every real estate transaction involves both explicit
and implicit consideration of investment attributes
and trust factors, collectively and/or individually.
What is treated as explicit or implicit is up to the
individual decision maker. Some might explore
credentials very explicitly, and then treat the data
very implicitly. For many, thereal estate transaction
involves thc crplicit consideration of both the
plethora offactors that collectivelv represent a prop-
erty and its prospective benefits to the purchaser
and also all considerations that influence that fu-
ture performance as well as the irnplicil trust in the
reliability of representations, professional compe-
tence, and responsibility of those involved in the
transaction. Depending upon the investor and the
circumstances, in some instances the explicit con-
siderations may dominate, while in other circum-
stances the investor may largely rely on trust.

One approach to investing is to concentrate atten-
tion on the specific decision components, empha-
sizing analysis of the relative appeal of different
property types, geographic regions, and real estate
strategies. This emphasis on the specific decision
components combines concentrated due diligence
toevaluate the property's neighborhood, site, physi-
cal structure, energy systems, environmental com-
pliance, construction quality, maintenance and capi-
tal expenditure needs, plus thorough scrutiny of
tenants, leases, revenues, operating expenses, fi-
nancing terms, as well as careful review of legal
documents, financial records, reports concerning
the property and its market, and other materials. In
addition, this approach includes evaluating the
backgrounds, qualifications, capabilities, and con-
tracts of all firms and individuals involved with the
project, and then undertaking detailed financial
modeling of the property's/portfolio's probable

6l Rrer Esrerr lssues, Summet 1999 The Role of Trusl in Real Eslatc

Careful Screening
One of the basics and fundamentals of property

management is the careful screening of prospective
residents. A new general partner will review the
rental standards that exist, or establish new stan-
dards if there are none to begin with. Must a pros-
pect have held his/her current iob for a specified
period of time? How many years of landlord refer-
ences will be checked? Will the on-site manager
actually visit the prospect's current home to view its
condition? Isdrug screening necessary? What about
criminal records checks? Once a policy has been
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Ttl ehavioral researchers identifyreal estate transactions as amongst

ffithe most highly stressful oilife's experiences. The forces that
Lf inflr"n.".""ul Jstate outcomes are many, varied, and comPlex,
and the circumstances, procedures, timing, and costs of real estate

investment transactions are more cumbersome, involved, prolonged,
and expensive than apPly for virtually any other type of transaction.

While business contracts and corPorate securities sales of virtually
any financial magnitude can be authorized and binding on the basis

of verbal representation, these reasons are no doubt why real estate

transactions require a written contract. Documentation of real estate

transactions frequently involves numerous voluminous written in-
struments. Because of the above reasons as well as the inherent
complexity and high stakes involved in real estate, the legal process

generally-and lawyers' contributions specifically-have a dispro-
portionate impact on real estate activities, relative to other sectors of
commerce,

Even so, trust looms very large in real estate involvements. Those

investors and service providers who understand the role of trust and

effectively embrace the concePt of trust in their real estate involve-
ments can achieve performance significantly suPerior to those who
do not. Notably, speaker and trainer Marianna Nunes observed,
"Who you are, and how much trust others feel when they deal with
you, is as important to your customer as what you're sellinS "
Although Marianna Nunes was describing business Senerally, the

imperative of trust is pervasively imPortant to real estate involve-
ments-for real estate involves daunting decisions of extraordinary
financial magnitude, whose outcomes are dependent uPon the

developed, the new general partner must enforce it
consistently.

C enh al i ze d C omp li an ce M o ni t oring
Material non-compliance - these words strike

fear in the hearts of everyone involved with the
Section 42 program. A new general partner should
utilize a centralized compliance monitoring Pro-
cess. A well-trained employee of the general part-
ner and/or managing agent should have the re-
sponsibility for approving all new applications for
lease after reviewing supporting documentation.
This individual should not be connected with the
property in any sort of on-site capacity. The em-
ployee may also provide the same service for other
Section42 properties inthe general Partner's portfo-
lio. On a periodic basis, the compliance sPecialist
will review all existing files to make certain that
documentation is in place and re-certify the resi-
dents accordi.ngly. There are currently a number of
excellent compliance monitorinS/rePorting soft-
ware packages on the market. The new general
partner should offer an automated system for com-
pliance purposes.

fulilition al Eunding S o urce s

There is a myriad of funding programs avail-
able for tax credit properties. The good news for
troubled partnerships is the fact that there are many
more opportunities for gcncrating new sources of
funds than is the case for conventional proiects
While some sources may not be eligible for a prop-
erty that has already been placed in service, there
are still a number that are. A new general partner
will seek to determine the applicability of the HOME
program; CDBG funds; state tax credits; state af-
fordable housing credits; low interest state loans;
Rural Housing 502,52-1, and 538 Programsi tax-
exempt bond financing; FHA funds; Federal Home
Loan Bank loans; HOPE VI funds; soft community
loans; tax abatement; tax increment financing;
FNMA and Freddie Mac financing; and other state,
local, and private sources. The key to success is the
layering of a number of different programs until
funding shortfalls have been eliminated.

CONCLUSION
There are many complex elements to resolving
difficult partnership and property situations for tax
credit housing. The replacement or addition of a
general partner is a serious event and will more
than likely require the ParticiPation of attorneys,
accountants, lenders, property management Pro-
fessionals, market experts, and others. Extreme care
must be taken to select the right Party for the role

and to re-structure the partnership and the opera-
tion of the property in a manner that will lead to a
successful investment. Challenging tax credit Part-
nership situations can be addressed in a positive
and constructive manner through a diligent, pa-

tient, and creative effort. Counselors who develop
extensive knowledge of the tax credit program and
have experience with the development and/or
management of apartment communities can be an
invaluable resource to the affordable housing
industry.*u,
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